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OBras < AC/DC < Linguateca
■ Linguateca
– development of infrastructure for the automatic processing of the Portuguese language.
■ Resources; evaluation activities; Gramateca; Literateca
■ AC/DC Project:  
– Acesso a corpora/Disponibilização de corpora ("acess and availability of corpora")
– one of the activities of Linguateca, launched on 1999
– Even though all material is fully available for querying, not all corpora included in AC/DC can 
be distributed in their entirety, due to copyright limitations. 
– Literature is one of the genres included in AC/DC since its creation, but it is especially prone 
to availability restrictions. This is why most literary corpora only include old texts which are 
already in the public domain, or have restrictive conditions
■ OBras: Brazilian literature already in the public domain
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Obras – Obras Brasileiras
■ Constantly increasing
– Current version: 5.3
■ Obras: 223
■ Authors: 25
■ Tokens: 7.0 millions
■ Words: 5.0 millions
■ Metadata
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Obras - Annotation
■ Morphosyntactic annotation: 
PALAVRAS parser (Bick, 2000)
■ Semantic annotation: Corte-e-
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Freitas et al., 2015
Body
semantic field
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OBras: Corpus description
partially human-revised
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